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Ross Security Systems is pleased to announce their appointment as Heald Ltd’s exclusive
USA-based manufacturing partner. Ross will manufacture Heald’s full range of PAS68 &
ASTM rated products for distribution in the United States, thus enabling Heald products to
be supplied to the U.S. market with the best possible service and value.
Currently world leaders in road-blocking technology, Heald Ltd shows longevity few in the
industry can match. Having recently celebrated 25 successful years in the industry, Heald’s
solid reputation is evident by repeated awards for customer satisfaction from high-profile
clients and government agencies worldwide. Their global product installations have been
operational for many years, with many original units still in operation today - a testament to
Heald’s quality, durability, and commitment to exceed standards of excellence. As terrorist
threats become ever more sophisticated, and the financial climate remains uncertain, Heald
has responded by manufacturing designs that are robust and cost-effective, like the recent
launch of their Raptor (shallow mount bollard) and Viper (shallow mount wedge) barriers.
“We have been looking for suitable partners for the last two years. We feel Ross not only
offers excellent manufacturing facilities, but also can offer an excellent distribution and
backup network for our products. They are a company that has been established for fifty
years, with an enthusiasm to match Heald’s for quality, reliability and longevity of product
life. We feel very excited about this new venture”. (Debbie Heald, Company Director of
Heald Ltd)
With their joint goal to provide superior anti-terrorist force protection and the highest level
of service, Ross and Heald are confident this partnership will offer their clients the best the
industry has to offer. “Providing innovative products to help our countries meet the
challenges they face in uncertain global and financial conditions was the driving force that
brought our two companies together. We look forward to working with Heald and
manufacturing their products for the U.S. market.” (Don Speicher, Founder and Chairman of
Ross Technology).

Heald Ltd manufactures one of the broadest lines of physical
security products in the force protection industry:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shallow Mount Barriers: HT1-VIPER & HT1-RAPTOR
Anti Terrorist Roadblockers
Anti Vandal Barriers
Bollards: Automatic/Rising, Telescopic (Teleposts), Removable, Fold Down, Ornate, Lift Assisted
Access Controls
Security Barriers: Automatic (Standard & Heavy Duty), Manual (Raise & Swing), Steel Roller
Traffic Calming Devices: Height Restrictors, Traffic Flow Plates

OUR MISSION at ROSS:
To understand the unique set of challenges our customers face with each security project
they undertake and with this understanding, provide a comprehensive set of solutions,
implementation strategies and ongoing support that will contribute to their long term
success.
OUR EXPERIENCE:
For 25 of our 50 years in business, Ross has been protecting the most vital buildings in the
US and around the world with our physical security systems. With over 2,000 total systems
worldwide, here are just a few examples of our products and experience:








Turnkey Entry Control Points for refineries, nuclear power plants and diplomatic residences
from Kansas and Washington, DC to Africa.
Forced Entry / Ballistic Resistant and Blast Resistant windows, doors, louvers and
escape hatches for US Embassies and Consulates worldwide.
Horizontal Beam Barriers for banks, government offices and stadiums in such locations as
Pittsburgh, Boston, and Washington, DC.
Drop Arm Barriers and Gates for Airports across the country.
Wedge Barriers for Embassies and Military Bases from Virginia to the Middle East.
NEW!! Portable Wedge Barrier- Click here for the complete brochure.
Hydraulic / Fixed Bollards for Universities and Courthouses in Oregon and Washington.

With this much at stake, we take our business very seriously. We’re on time. We’re on
budget. Our products work well. How can we help you?

For further information about Ross Security Systems, contact Tim Tate, Senior Sales Engineer, at 800345-8170 x 624. Or visit the website: http://bit.ly/hxDgmi

